
       

Note:  Read instructions thoroughly before installing.   The components that make up the left and right hand fairing 

lower covers are not the same so keep each side separate for reassembly.  Refer to your service manual removal and 

installation of all parts. 

 

1.  Place bike on center stand. 

2.  Remove the fairing front cover as described in the service manual. 

3.  Release the fairing lower cover mounting boss from the under cover hole. 

4.  Release the radiator stopper boss from the under cover hole. 

5.  Remove the deflector cap at the bottom deflector corner and remove the deflector mounting screw.  Then 

disconnect the upper and lower deflector mounting bosses and remove the deflector.  

6.  Remove the 2 side holders.  Push in on the front of the side holder and then insert a screw driver in its back side 

to pry it out of the fairing lower cover groove. 

7.  Remove the 2 screws and washers and the single large head screw. 

8.  Remove the fairing lower cover mounting screw. 

9.  Remove the reflector and the fairing lower cover.   

10.  Remove the OEM black air intakes and replace Add On Part 08126-MN5630C Exit Air Vent Trim, then mark,  

drill holes for mounting and attach to fairing lower cover. 

11.  Install by reversing these removal steps.   

Note: The reflector is not symmetrical and had to be installed with its “top” mark facing up.  The reflector is marked 

with either a “L” or a “R” to indicate which side of the bike it goes on.  The reflector must be in place prior to 

installing the fairing lower cover as it is trapped between the fairing and the lower cover panels. 
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